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1 - The Awkening...

We see young Sora and his older sister Ichigo standing on a crystal platform that has a picture of Snow
White on it. Then, a mysterious voice started talking. "So much to do, so little time...Take
your time. Don't be afraid. The door is still shut. Now, step forward. Can
you do it?" So, the two siblings looked at each other and stepped forward as three pedastles
appeared: One had a sword with a gold handle that had a black mouse head on the center of it, Another
had a black sheild with red lining and a red mouse head in the center, and the last one had a yellow
handled Mage's staff with a blue mouse head on top. Then, the mysterious voice spoke again. "Power
sleeps within you. If you give it form...It will give you strength. Choose
well." So Sora walked over to the one that had the sword and picked it up as the voice spoke, "A
sword of great power and destruction, also great power of protection. Is this
the power you seek?" and Sora shook his head yes. Then, Ichigo spotted the wand and picked it
up. Again the voice spoke, "A staff of great magic and knowledge. Is this the power
you seek?" and Ichigo nodded her head yes. Then, the platforms collapsed and the platform
shattered causing the siblings to fall into the darkness. When they finally stopped falling they were on
another platform except this one was blue and had a picture of Cinderella on it. Then, the sword
appeared in Sora's hand and the staff appeared in Ichigo's hand and the voice spoke again. "You've
gained the power to fight." Then, a group of shadow-like creatures appeared. "There will
be times when you have to fight. Keep your light burning strong." After they beat
the shadow creatures another one snuck behind them. "Behind you!" After they beat it the platform
got covered by shadows and they started sinking. When they opened their eyes they were on another
platform that was pink and had a picture of Sleeping Beauty on it. Then, they both spotted an almost
transparent door. They walked over and tried to open it but it wouldn't budge. Then, a red and gold box
appeared in a flash of light. They both opened it together by knocking their weapons against it and the
door flashed and turned pink. Ichigo slowly pulled on the handles and the doors swung open revealing
nothing but light. The two siblings grabbed hands and stepped through it. When they could see again
they were on a wodden platform and were surrounded by their three friends Wakka, Tidus, and Selphie. 
"Hold on. The door won't open just yet. First, tell me more about
yourselves." They walked over to their friend Selphie and she asked, "What do you value most?"
"Friends."The two siblings replied together. "Are friends really that important?"Selphie asked. Then, they
moved on to their friend Tidus. He asked, "What do you want out of life?" "To be strong!"The siblings
replied again at the same time. "To be strong huh?"Tidus replied. Lastly, they walked over to their friend
Wakka. He asked, "What do you want to do in life?" "To broaden my horizens!"The siblings replied,
glaring at each other over the fact that was the third time they said the same thing. "Broaden you
horizens huh?" "You value friendship, you want to be strong, you want to broaden
your horizens. Is this the path you choose?" causing the siblings to nod. "The day you
will open the door is both far off and very near." Then, they faded onto another
platform as more shadow creatures appeared. After they beat the creatures stires appeared in flashes of
light. They walked up them and came to another platform that looked just like the others but was yellow
and had a picture of Belle on it. Then, a light appeared in the center of the platform. They stepped into
the light and the voice spoke again. "The closer you get to the light, the greater your
shadow becomes." Then, their shadows came to life and formed a giant shadow monster. "But
don't be afraid. And don't forget..." Then, they started fighting it. After they thought they



had beaten it they saw it was still alive and their weapons disappeared. Then, a flood of darkness
covered the platform and consumed them. -But don't be afraid. You hold the mightiest
weapons of all. So don't forget: You are the ones who will open the door...



2 - Destiny Islands: Day One

We see Sora and Ichigo alseep on the beach. Sora is wearing a strange outfit that consists of the colors
red, black, yellow, and white and it's a surprise that his spikey brown hair isn't messed up. And Ichigo for
once is wearing her black hair that falls to her knees is pulled up in a bun on the back of her head with
her bangs framing her face and her tank top barely hanging on her sides as her blue skirt billows around
her legs and she has her black boots laying beside her to let her feet relax. They both wake up and Sora
sits up and yawns as Ichigo sits up and stretches. They both lay back down and see a girl with red hair
and purple eyes smiling and hovering over them. "Whoa!"The siblings cried, jumping to their knees as
she started laughing. "Give us a break Kairi."Sora said to her. "Sora, Ichigo, you lazy bums. I knew I'd
find you two snoozing down here. "No! This huge black THING swallowed us up! We couldn't breath, we
couldn't-"Ichigo started frantically explaining but Kairi hitting her in the head to stop her. "Ow!"Ichigo
said, rubbing where Kairi hit. "Are you two still dreaming?"Kairi asked, getting down to eye level with
them. "It wasn't a dream! Or was it? I don't know."Sora said. "Me either."Ichigo said, looking out to the
ocean. "What was that place? So bizarre..."Ichigo said. "Yeah and kind of creppy..."Sora said. "Yeah,
sure."Kairi said, obviously not believing them. "Say, Kairi, what was your hometown like? You know
where you grew up."Sora asked as Kairi walked over to the ocean line. "Yeah tell us!"Ichigo said. "I've
told you before, I don't remember."Kairi replied. "Nothing at all?"Ichigo asked. "Nothing."Kairi replied.
"You ever want to go back?"Sora asked. "Well, I'm happy here."Kairi replied. "Really."Ichigo said. "But
you know...I wouldn't mind going to see it."Kairi said. "I'd like to see it too."Sora said. "Along with any
other worlds out there! I wanna see 'em all!"Ichigo said, jumping up. "Me too!"Sora said. "So what're we
waiting for?"Kairi asked. "Hey! Aren't you guys forgetting anout me? So. I guess I'm the only one
working on the raft."A kid with silver hair wearing a yellow shirt and blue pants holding a log said. "Shut
up Riku!"Ichigo cried. Riku threw the log on top of Sora causing Kairi to laugh. "And your just as lazy as
they are!"Riku said, looking at Kairi. "Heheh, so you noticed. Okay, we'll finish it together! I'll race
you!"Kairi replied as Riku sat down between Sora and Ichigo on the ground. "Huh?"Sora said. "What,
are you kidding?"Riku said. "No way!"Ichigo said. "Ready? Go!"Kairi cried, causing the three kids to look
at each other then start racing as she followed behind. After a day of the four kids working on the raft
that they were planning on using to get off the island they were all sitting at their favorite tree watching
the sun set. Sora and Ichigo were sitting by each other on the tree, Kairi was by Ichigo, and Riku was
leaning against it. "So, Kairi's home is out there somewhere right?"Sora asked. "Yeah, I bet it's really
pretty!"Ichigo said. "Could be. We'll never know by staying here."Riku said. "But how far could a raft take
us?"Sora asked. "Who knows?"Ichigo said. "If we have to, we'll think of something else."Riku said,
finishing Ichigo's thought for her. "So, suppose you get to another world. What would you do there?"Kairi
asked. "Well, I haven't really thought about it."Riku replied. "It's just...I've always wondered why we're
here on this island, if there are any other worlds out there, why did we end up on this one?"Riku said.
"And suppose there are other worlds...Then ours is just a little piece of something much greater. So we
could have just as easily ended up somewhere else right?"Ichigo said, finishing Riku's thought. "I don't
know."Sora said, leaning back on the tree. "Exactly. That's why we need to go out there and find out.
Just sitting here won't change a thing. It's the same old stuff. So let's go."Riku replied. "You two've been
thinking a lot about this lately, haven't you?"Kairi said. "Thank to you!"Ichigo said, smiling at Kairi. "If you
hadn't come here, we probably would've never thought of any of this. Kairi, thanks."Riku said. "Your
welcome."Kairi replied. As the kids started walking to the peir where their boats were moored Kairi and
Ichigo got ahead of Sora and Riku and started talking about who knows what. "Sora."Riku said, tossing



him some kind of yellow fruit shaped like a star with three leaves on it. "You wanted one, didn't
you?"Riku asked. "A paopu fruit..."Sora said, looking at it. "If two people share one, their destinies
become intertwined. They'll remain a part of each other's lives no matter what. C'mon, I know you want
to try it."Riku explained, joking on the last part. "What are you talking-"Sora started. "Hahahahah!"Riku
laughed as he ran off. Sora just threw the Paupo Fruit into the ocean and ran after his friends and sister.
We fade out and then see Disney Castle. Then, we see Donald, the magic mage of the castle, walking
through the halls and walk into the King's Throne Room. "Good morning, Your Majesty."Donald said. "It's
nice to see you this morn-What?!"Donald said, ending in a screech noticing the King was missing. Then,
the King's faithful dog, Pluto, comes from behind the throne with a letter in his mouth. We see Donald
slowly read it then stop. "AHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!"Donald screamed, running outside. He ran into the
garden to find the Captian of the Guard, Goofy, sleeping there. "Wake up, Goofy, wake up! This is
serious!"Donald cried, trying to wake up Goofy but only getting a snore out of him. "Thunder!"Donald
cried, launching a thunderbolt into Goofy's stomach that woke him up. "Hey there, Donald,
G'Morning."Goofy said. "We've got a problem Goofy! But don't tell anyone..."Donald said. "Queen
Minnie?"Goofy asked. "Not even the queen!"Donald replied. "Daisy?"Goofy asked. "No, it's top
secret!"Donald cried. "Oh, G'Morning ladies."Goofy said, looking around Donald at the entrance to the
garden. "What?"Donald said, turning to where Goofy was looking to see Queen Minnie and Daisy. "Eh
hem."Daisy said, lightly stomping her foot. "Heheheheheh."Donald laughed nervously.



3 - Destiny Islands: Day Two

The day started out normally enough: Everyone needed to get food for the raft so Ichigo went off to get
mushrooms. She had found two and still needed one more but she couldn't find Sora, Kairi, Riku, or her
other friend Alsce who was like her sister. But after some searching she found Alsce sitting on a rock
fiddling with her keycuffs. "Alsce-chan!"Ichigo cried, running over to her friend who looked up and smiled
cheerily at her. "Hey Ichigo-chan!"Alsce said. "Have you seen Sora and Riku?"Ichigo asked. "Their
racing over the name of the raft."Alsce replied, sweatdropping slightly at the immaturity of her secret
crush and friend. "Let's go watch them!"Ichigo said. "Okay!"Alsce replied, as they ran over to where Sora
and Riku were going over the rules and Kairi was waiting to count them down. "If I win, I'm captian! And
if you win..."Sora started. "I get to share the paopu with Kairi."Riku finished. "Huh?"Sora asked, caught a
little off guard. "Deal? The winner gets to share a paopu with Kairi."Riku said. "The idiots."Ichigo
whispered. "Wha...Wait a minute..."Sora stuttured. "Okay, on my count: 3, 2 ,1, GO!"Kairi cried.
Afterwards the outcome of the race was Sora won by a quater of an inch so he and Alsce agreed to help
Ichigo find the last mushroom they needed. But while they were looking they spotted their friend Wakka.
"Hey Wakka-kun!"Ichigo said, smiling cheerfully at him. "What's up?"Alsce asked. "Me and Tidus, we are
gonna do a little explorin' today. You know, to the Secret Place at the base of that tree."Wakka said,
pointing at the entrance to the cavern that all the kids called "The Secret Place". "There's gotta be
something there, ya?"Wakka said. "Maybe..."Ichigo replied as he walked off. "Guys, we should look for
the last mushroom in there!"Ichigo said. "What kind of mushroom in it's right mind would decide to grow
in that place?!?"Sora cried. "Really tasty ones."Alsce said. "Yeah, so let's go!"Ichigo cried, leading them
into the cavern. Once they got in the cavern Sora spotted a doodle on the wall of he and Alsce that the
two of them had made shortly after she arrived on the island. Flashback... We see a year
younger Sora and Alsce carving doodles on the wall. When they reveal what
they drew Sora had drawn Alsce and Alsce had drawn Sora. End flashback...
When Sora was sure they weren't looking he sketched a hand from his picture handing a paopu fruit to
Alsce's picture. Then suddenly, Ichigo was right above him. "Eventually you'll have to tell her."Ichigo
said. "I will, just not today."Sora replied. Then, the two siblings thought they heard something and
whipped around. "Wj-Who's there?"Sora said. Then, a mysterious voice spoke up. "I've come to see the
door to this world."it said. "Huh?"Ichigo asked, a hint of fear in her voice. "This world has been
connected."It continued. "Wh-What are you talking about?"Alsce asked. "Tied to the
darkness...soon to be completely eclipsed."It continued. "Well, whoever you are, stop
freaking us out like this, huh?"Sora said, suddenly seeing a man clad in black. "Wh-Where did you come
from?"Ichigo asked. "You do not yet know what lies beyond the door."The man
continued. "So, your from another world!"Alsce said. "There is so very much to learn. You
understand so little."The man continued. "Oh, yeah? Well, you'll see. Were gonna get out and
learn what's out there!"Ichigo cried. "A meaningless effort. Those who know nothing can
understand nothing."The man said. That caused the small group to look at a wooden door in the
wall then look back to see the man was gone. So they just found another mushroom and left. Later that
day at the peir... "You know, Riku and Ichigo have changed."Alsce said. "What do you mean?"Sora
asked. "Well..."Alsce said. "You okay?"Sora asked. "Sora, let's take the raft and go-just the two of
us!"Alsce said. "Huh?!?"Sora asked out of sudden shock. "Heheh, just kidding."Alsce giggled out.
"What's gotten into you? Your the one that's changed, Alsce."Sora said. "Maybe...You know, I was a
little afraid at first, but now I'm ready. No matter where I go or what I see, I know I can always come back



here. Right?"Alsce said. "Yeah, of course!"Sora replied. "That's good. Sora, don't ever change."Alsce
said. "Huh?"Sora asked as she stood up. "I just can't wait. Once we set sail, it'll be great."Alsce said as it
fades on her. When we fade back in we see Disney Castle and we see what appears to be an office with
an open letter, the one Donald found, on a desktop. This is what it read:
Donald,
Sorry to rush off without sayin' goodbye, but there's big trouble brewin'. Not sure why, but the stars have
been blinkin' out, one by one. And that means disater can't be far behind. i hate to leave you all but I've
gotta go check into it. There are people with "keys" the keys to our survival. So I need you and Goffy to
find them, and stick with them. Got it? We need those keys or we're doomed! So go to Traverse Town
and find Leon. He'll point you in the right direction.
P.S.
Would ya apologize to Minnie for me?
Thanks, pal.
"Oh dear! What could this mean?"Daisy cried. "It means we'll just have to trust the king."Minnie said.
"Gawrsh, I sure hope he's all right."Goofy said. "Your highness. Don't worry. We'll find the king and these
"keys"."Donald said. "Thank you, both of you."Minnie replied. "Daisy, can you take care of-"Donald
started. "Of course. You be careful, now, both of you."Daisy finished. "Oh, and to chronicle your travels,
he will accompany you."Minnie said, pointing to the desk and Donald at first not seeing anything. Then,
he saw something jumping up and down on it. "Over here! Cricket's the name. Jiminy Cricket at your
service."Jiminy said. "We hope for your safe return. Please help the king."Minnie said as Donald saluted.
Then, he noticed Goofy acting like he wasn't going. "Your coming too!"Donald cried, dragging him with
him. Then, we see them walking down a dark flight of staires. "Gawrsh, Jiminy, your world disappeared
too?"Goofy said. "It was terrible. We were scattered. And as far as I can see, I'm the only one who made
it to this castle."Jiminy explained. "Goofy?"Donald hinted. "Oh, right...I gotcha. While we're in other
worlds, we can't let on where we're from. We've gotta protect the world border."Goofy said.
"Order"Donald corrected. "Right, World Order. I guess we'll need new duds when we get there."Goofy
said as they walked int othe Gummi Ship launch bay and Donald walked over to a microphone type
device. "Hello up there? Donald Duck to launch crew! Anytime your ready!"Donald said as the launch
crew, Chip and Dale, initiated the launch. Then, when the opening where they were suppoused to
launch into opened up Donald cried, "Blast Off!" then a hole opened up under them and they dropped
down. "AHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!"Donald and Goofy screamed as they were, quite literally, dropped
out of the world and they shot off towards Traverse Town.



4 - Destiny Islands: Departure

We see Sora laying on his bed thinking. He looks up on his ceiling to see a carving of a boat and a boy
and girl in it. Then, he hears Alsce's words in his head. "I just can't wait. Once we set
sail, it'll be great." He looked across the hall at his sister's room where she and Alsce were
reading Digimon comics. Then, he looked out the window to see a giant electricity-filled dark sphere
hovering above the island causing a storm. "A storm? Oh, no, the raft!"Sora cried, jumping up. Then,
Ichigo and Alsce came running into his room. "Sora!"Ichigo cried. "I know. let's go!"Sora replied, starting
to open his window. "Sora, Ichigo, dinner's ready. Come on down. Kids?"Sora and Ichigo's mom cried
upstaires, not seeing that they weren't there and Sora's bedroom window was open. Once they arrive on
the island they finally get a good glimpse of the sphere. "What's that?"Sora asked. "I don't know, but it's
scary!"Ichigo cried as Alsce started fingering her keycuffs. "Riku's boat!"Ichigo cried, seeing his boat.
"And Kairi's!"Sora cried. "Caitlee's as well!"Alsce cried, pointing to the third boat that belonged to their
friend Caitlee. Then, shadow monsters that looked exactly like the ones that Sora and Ichigo fought in
their dream rose up from the ground. "Ahhhh!"Ichigo cried, grabbing onto Sora's arm as two of them
lunged for the siblings but a flash of blue light knocked them backwards. They opened their eyes to see
Alsce holding a blade that looked like a key of some sort. "What is that Alsce?!?"Ichigo asked. "Now's
not the time to explain, let's go!"Alsce said, leading the way and destroying the shadows to open a path
for the two siblings. They ran to the paopu tree to see Riku standing there looking up at the shadow-filled
sky. "Where's Kairi?"Sora asked. "We thought she was with you!"Ichigo cried. "Yeah!"Alsce said. "The
door has opened..."Riku said just loud enough for them to hear. "What?"Ichigo asked. "The door has
opened, guys! Now we can go the outside world!"Riku cried, turning towards them. "What are you talking
about? We've gotta find Kairi!"Alsce cried. "And Caitlee!"Ichigo cried. "I'm coming as well!"A girl's voice
said, as Caitlee came out from behind the paopu tree to stand beside Riku. "And Kairi's coming
too!"Riku cried, surprising the three children at his sudden change of tone. "Once we step through, we
might not be able to come back. We may never see our parents again."Riku said. "There's no turning
back. But this may be our only chance."Caitlee said. "We can't let fear stop us!"Riku cried. "We're not
afraid of the darkness!"Caitlee cried as she and Riku each held out a hand as shadows started swirling
at their feet and started wrapping around the two kids bodies. The three run to help them but get
surrounded by the shadows as well. They reach out to try and grab Riku and Caitlee's hands but can't
reach and get plunged into shadows. Then, two lights start shining and their standing next to the paopu
tree again. But Sora and Ichigo are holding weird blades similar to Alsce's. Sora is silver and has gold
handles. Ichigo's is pink with a silver blade that has strange blue signs painted on it with blue
butterfly-shaped handles. Then, a mysterious voice starts chanting. "Keyblades...Keyblades..."
"That's what their called, aren't they Alsce?"Ichigo asked, turning to her friend. "Yes, I don't know much
about them but I do know their very powerful weapons that only people with the strongest hearts can
control."Alsce replied, running her fingers over hers. Then, Ichigo looked over to where the entrance to
the Secret Place was suppoused to be but instead there was a giant pink door that looked like the one
from her and Sora's dream. Then, more shadow creatures rose from the ground. "We need to fight our
way through these things to that door!"Ichigo cried, pointing to it and recieving nods of conformation from
Alsce and Sora. So, the three ran through the shadows hitting every one within reach until they reached
the door. Sora tried to open it but it wouldn't budge. Then, he saw a rose-shaped hole right on the center
of the door. Ichigo fingered with a crystal rose that was hanging around her neck for a minute then pulled
it off her neck and gently placed it in the slot. The door then glowed white and swung open. "How did



you-?"Sora and Alsce asked as she slipped it around her neck again. "You'll know when the time is right.
For now, let's go!"Ichigo replied, leading them through the doors into the Secret Place. When they got
into the cavern they saw the wooden door and Kairi was standing there with her back to them looking at
it. "Kairi!"Sora cried. She turned to look at them and she looked as if she was in a trance of some sorts.
"Sora..."She moaned as the wooden door burst open and a wind of dark energy flew out. Kairi flew
forward and as Sora was just about to catch her she disappeared. "Kairi!"Ichigo cried as the three were
blown out of the cavern and out onto the sand. When they looked up they saw that the peice of island
they were laying on:Was the only piece. It was just hovering in a sea of shadows with that electric filled
orb still hovering above it. Then, Alsce screamed causing them to look behind them and see the same
giant monster Ichigo and Sora faced in the end of their dream. Then, the blades appeared in their hands
and they started battling it. After they won the orb sucked the monster into it and started to suck them in
as they grabbed a piece of wood sticking out of the ground and grabbed hands with their free ones. "I'm
scared Alsce!"Ichigo cried. "Don't worry, I won't let go!"Alsce replied. But just as she said that, they
slipped from the wood, got seperated, and got sucked into the orb.
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